
LDM
Wyng Dot

Oberfläche

bronze

silver

white

Version

with Casambi module

dimmable with a trailing edge dimmer and with a leading edge
dimmer

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer LDM

Designer Lasch + Prillwitz

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

material acrylic glass, aluminum

cable color transparent

height adjustment height determinable

Wattage 32 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index 90

Luminous flux in lm 3,232

Color temperature in Kelvin 2,700 extra warm white

canopy dimensions ∅ 7 cm

bulb exchange at the manufacturer / at the factory

total height 120 cm

Dimensions H 23 cm | B 39 cm | L 64 cm

Description

The LDM Wyng Dot is a pendant lamp made of transparent acrylic glass. The
acrylic glass is printed with a precise dot grid. The integrated LED provides an
even, absolutely glare-free light. During installation, the lamp can be
suspended at a downward or upward angle. When the lamp is tilted
downwards, the point grid is located on the top and the greater part of the
light is emitted downwards. The Wyng Dot is available in white, silver metallic
and bronze. Its canopy is always delivered in the matching surface.

The pendant lamp is available in two versions: dimmable on site with a leading
or trailing edge phase dimmer or with integrated Casambi module. The
version with Casambi module can be dimmed with the Casambi App via
Bluetooth using a smartphone / tablet. The ropes of the Wyng Dot can be
shortened if required. Special rope lengths are also available on request. The
pendant lamp is also offered as Wyng Cube with a square grid on the acrylic
glass.
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